We present an affine-invariant random walk for drawing uniform random samples from a convex body K Ă R n for which the maximum volume inscribed ellipsoid, known as John's ellipsoid, may be computed. We consider a polytope P " x P R nˇA x ď 1 ( where A P R mˆn as a special case. Our algorithm makes steps using uniform sampling from the John's ellipsoid of the symmetrization of K at the current point. We show that from a warm start, the random walk mixes in r Opn 7 q steps 1 where the log factors depend only on constants determined by the warm start and error parameters (and not on the dimension or number of constraints defining the body). This sampling algorithm thus offers improvement over the affine-invariant Dikin Walk for polytopes [KN12, Nar16] (which mixes in r Opmnq steps from a warm start) for applications in which m " n. Furthermore, we describe an r Opmn ω`1`n2ω`2 q algorithm for finding a suitably approximate John's ellipsoid for a symmetric polytope based on Vaidya's algorithm [Vai96, Ans97] , and show the mixing time is retained using these approximate ellipsoids. 
Introduction
Drawing random samples from a convex body in K Ă R n is an important problem for volume computation and optimization which has generated a large body of research. Usually K is specified by a membership oracle which certifies whether or not a test point x P R n is contained in K. Given such an oracle, geometric random walks are then used to explore K such that after a sufficient number of steps, the walk has "mixed" in the sense that the current point is suitably close to a point uniformly drawn from K in terms of statistical distance. To use such walks, an assumption that Bprq Ă K Ă BpRq is often made, where Bprq represents the Euclidean ball of radius r ą 0. One common example of such geometric walks is the Ball Walk, which generates the next point by uniformly randomly sampling from a ball of radius δ ď r{ ? n centered at the current point, and mixes in r OpnpR 2 {δ 2steps from a warm start (i.e., the starting distribution has a density bounded above by a constant) [KLS97] . Another is Hit and Run, where the next point is chosen uniformly at random from a random chord in K which intersects the current point. Hit and Run mixes in Opn 3 pR 2 {r 2 q logpR{pdǫwhere the starting point is a distance d from the boundary and ǫ is the desired distance to stationarity [LV06] . Both Ball Walk and Hit and Run thus depend on the rounding of the convex body in question, i.e., the term R{r, which may be arbitrarily large in terms of n. An affine transformation is required as a preprocessing step to bring the convex body into a position for which R{r is suitably small. Such rounding transformations depend on drawing samples to estimate the covariance matrix of the body, and thus the complexity of rounding dwarfs the complexity of sampling. As such, random walks which circumvent the problem of rounding are desirable.
One recent algorithm which avoids rounding the body is known as projected Langevin Monte Carlo [BEL15] , and uses a discretization of Langevin diffusion with a projection of each step onto the body if necessary. This algorithm mixes in r Opn 7 q steps from any starting point, but the complexity of each iteration depends additionally on the projection which may be costly for general bodies. Affine-invariant walks (i.e., geometric walks whose mixing time is invariant to such affine transformations) are another class of random walks which avoid the problem of rounding. One such random walk is known as Dikin Walk [KN12] , which uses uniform sampling from Dikin ellipsoids to make steps. Given a polytope with m inequality constraints, the Dikin Walk mixes in r Opmnq steps from a warm start. This random walk was extended to general convex bodies equipped with a ν-self-concordant barrier in [Nar16] , and mixes in r Opn 3 ν 2 q steps from a warm start. For the case of a polytope, this implies that the Dikin walk equipped with the Lee-Sidford (LS) barrier [LS13] mixes in r Opn 5 q steps from a warm start, though at each step one must additionally compute the LS barrier which requires OpnnzpAq`n 2 q arithmetic operations, where nnzpAq is the number of non-zeros in the matrix A which defines the polytope.
This paper introduces another affine-invariant random walk akin to Dikin Walk which uses uniform sampling from John's ellipsoids to make steps, and show that this walk mixes in r Opn 7 q steps from a warm start. The logarithmic factors in this mixing time depend only on the warm start and error parameters (and not on the dimension or the number of inequality constraints defining, say, a polytope). The type of convex body K is not specified (i.e., need not be a polytope) in our analysis of the mixing time, but one must have access to the John's ellipsoid of the current symmetrization of the convex body. For the special case of a polytope, we describe an algorithm to compute the John's ellipsoid of the current symmetrization in r Opmn ω`1`n2ω`2 q iterations, noting that the Dikin Walk also has computational complexity for each step of the walk which is linear in m. Thus, since the mixing time does not depend on m, our algorithm is suitable in cases in which m " n and n is not prohibitively large.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe John's theorem which characterizes the maximum volume ellipsoids contained in a convex body, describe the convex program to find such an ellipsoid in the case of a polytope, and additionally describe our algorithm for John's Walk. In section 3, we analyze the mixing time of our algorithm. In section 4, we describe an algorithm to compute suitably approximate John's ellipsoids for the special case of a polytope, and show that the mixing time is maintained with using these approximate ellipsoids.
John's Walk
In this section, we describe John's maximum volume ellipsoid for a convex body K Ă R n , and describe a geometric random walk using such ellipsoids. We begin with reviewing John's theorem and some implications of the theorem.
John's Theorem
Fritz John showed that any convex body contains a unique ellipsoid of maximal volume, and characterized the ellipsoid [Joh48, Bal92] . Without loss of generality, we may presume that the ellipsoid of maximal volume is the unit Euclidean ball B Ă R n , since this is a case after an affine transformation. John's theorem as stated for the unit ball case is as follows: 
where I n denotes the identity matrix in R nˆn .
Note that condition (2.2) is sometimes written equivalently as xx, yy "
for all x, y P R n . Using the cyclic invariance of the trace and that the tu i u are unit vectors, condition (2.2) implies that
3) a property we employ in subsequent analysis. We now enumerate some properties from [Bal92] which provide additional insight into the geometric properties of John's ellipsoids and are useful for the analysis in subsequent sections. Note that condition (2.1) implies that all the contact points do not lie in one in one half-space of the unit ball, and this condition is redundant in the symmetric case, since for every contact point u i , its reflection about the origin´u i is also a contact point. Condition (2.2) guarantees such contact points do not lie close to a proper subspace. Furthermore, there are at most npn`3q{2 contact points for general K, and npn`1q{2 non-redundant contact points if K is origin-symmetric [Gru88] . At each u i , the supporting hyperplane to K is unique and orthogonal to u i , since this is the case for the unit ball. Thus considering the polytope resulting from such supporting hyperplanes, P " x P R nˇx x, u i y ď 1, i " 1, . . . , m ( , the convex set K obeys the sandwiching B Ă K Ă P. By Cauchy-Schwarz, for any x P P, we havé |x| ď xu i , xy ď 1.
Since the weights tc i u are positive, it follows by employing conditions (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) that
from which it follows that |x| ď n. If the convex body is origin-symmetric, then by substituting´u i for u i , for any x P P, we have | xu i , xy | ď 1.
It follows that
so |x| ď ? n. The following corollary of John's theorem results.
Corollary 2.2. After an appropriate affine transformation Ap¨q, any convex body K Ă R n satisfies
If ApKq is origin-symmetric, then the containment is
The containments are tight, as indicated in by taking K to be the unit cube in the symmetric case, and to be the standard regular simplex in the non-symmetric case [Bal97] .
John's Ellipsoids Via Convex Programming
For general convex bodies, finding John's maximal volume inscribed ellipsoid is hard to compute. However for polytopes, methods exist which calculate the maximal volume ellipsoid up to a user-specified tolerance parameter. Now let P " x P R nˇA x ď 1 ( denote a polytope in R n , where A P R mˆn . Note that we may parameterize any ellipsoid centered at x c as E " Ey`x cˇ| y| ď 1 ( , or equivalently by E " xˇˇpx´x c q T E´2px´x c q ď 1 ( , where E P S ǹ`, the cone of positive definite matrices. For a general convex body K Ă R n , since the volume of E is proportional to det E, the convex optimization problem to be solved is as follows [VBW98] :
where I K pxq " 8 if x R K, I K pxq " 0 if x P K, and we note that log detp¨q is concave on S`ǹ . In the special case of a polytope P " xˇˇAx ď 1 ( , letting ta i u m i"1 denote the rows of A, note that sup |y|ď1 xa i , Ey`x c y ď 1 if and only if |Ea i |`xa i , x c y ď 1. Thus, the maximum volume ellipsoid is found as the solution of the optimization problem, min
(2.5)
We address the issue of computing approximate John's ellipsoids for polytopes using convex programming in section 4.
The John's Walk Algorithm
We state the algorithm for a general convex body K. At a given point x P K, let the symmetrization of
Similarly, let the rescaled John's ellipsoid be E x prq " rpE x uq`xˇˇ|u| ď 1 ( , where the radius r ą 0 will be specified in section 3. Assume 0 " x 0 P intpKq, and we have computed E x0 . To generate a sample x i given x i´1 , we use algorithm 2.1, where λp¨q denotes the Lebesgue measure on R n :
Algorithm 2.1: John's Walk
Step
, r ą 0, and E x , generate the next step y as follows:
1. Toss a fair coin. If the result is heads, let y " x.
If the result is tails:
(a) Draw a uniformly distributed random point z from E x prq.
Algorithm 2.1 is a Metropolis-Hastings geometric random walk which uses the uniform measure Q x p¨q on the dilated John's ellipsoid E x prq as the proposal distribution. Tossing a fair coin ensures the transition probability kernel defined by the algorithm is positive definite, which is known as making the walk lazy. Lazy random walks have the same stationary distribution as the original walk at the cost of a constant increase in mixing time (we will analyze the non-lazy walk, noting that the mixing time is not affected in terms of complexity as a function of m and n). The rejection of any sample y such that x R E y prq is necessary to ensure the random walk is reversible. The uniform measure on the John's ellipsoid E x prq is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure λ, and thus the Radon-Nikodym derivative (i.e., density) for the proposal distribution is
(2.6)
The acceptance probability corresponding to the uniform stationary measure in the Metropolis filter is
By the Lebesgue decomposition, the transition probability measure P x p¨q of the non-lazy version of algorithm 2.1 is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure
where δ x p¨q is the Dirac measure at x corresponding to a rejected move. The transition density is thus
where 1 t¨u is the indicator function and the rejection probability is denoted ρpxq. We next analyze the mixing time of the walk.
Analysis of Mixing Time
In what follows we let a discrete-time, homogeneous Markov chain be the triple tK, A, P x p¨qu along with a distribution P 0 for the starting point, where the sample space is the convex body K Ă R n , the measurable sets on K are denoted by A, and P x p¨q denotes the transition measure for any x P K.
Conductance and Mixing Times
We use the approach from [LS93] of lower-bounding the conductance of the chain to prove mixing times. The conductance is defined as follows.
Definition 3.1 (Conductance). Let P be a discrete-time homogenous Markov chain with kernel P x p¨q that is reversible with respect to the stationary measure πp¨q. Given A P A with 0 ă πpAq ă 1, the conductance of A is defined as
where ΦpAq " ş A P u pKzAq dπpuq. The conductance of the chain is defined as
Recall the total variation distance between two measures P 1 , P 2 on a measurable space pK, Aq is
Note that |P 1 pAq´P 2 pAq| " |P 1 pKzAq´P 2 pKzAq|, so if the supremum is attained on any A P A, then it is attained on KzA P A as well. If P 1 and P 2 are both absolutely continuous with respect to a dominating measure µ and thus have densities p 1 " dP1 dµ and p 2 " dP2 dµ , respectively, the total variation distance may also be written as
where S 1 " xˇˇp 1 pxq ą 0 ( . Recall that (3.1) does not depend on the choice of dominating measure µ but rather that the densities are correctly specified with respect to the dominating measure. Additionally, note that the equality is attained on xˇˇp 1 pxq ě p 2 pxq ( almost everywhere with respect to µ (or alternatively on its complement). The following relationship between conductance and the total variation distance to the stationary measure was proven in [LS93] .
Theorem 3.1 (Lovász and Simonovits). Let π 0 be the initial distribution for a lazy, reversible Markov chain with conductance φ and stationary measure π, and let π t denote the distribution after t steps. Let π 0 be an M -warm start for π, i.e., we have M " sup APA π0pAq πpAq " Op1q. Then
As a consequence, we have the following bound on the mixing time. To find mixing times, it then suffices to lower-bound the conductance φ.
Isoperimetry
The typical means by which one finds lower bounds on the conductance is via isoperimetric inequalites. We first restate the cross-ratio used in isoperimetric inequality we will employ.
Definition 3.2 (Cross-Ratio). Let x, y P K, and let p, q be the end points of a chord in K passing through x, y where the cross-ratio is defined to be
where |¨| denotes the Euclidean norm. Additionally, for any S 1 , S 2 Ă K, let
σpx, yq.
In [Lov99] , Lovász proved an isoperimetric inequality involving the cross-ratio from which the conductance φ may be lower-bounded for the special case of the uniform distribution on a convex body K Ă R n . It was extended to log-concave measures by Lovász and Vempala in [LV07] for which the uniform measure on convex body is a special case. We state the latter result as follows.
Theorem 3.3 (Lovász and Vempala). For any log-concave measure πp¨q supported K and a partition of K into measurable subsets S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 " KzpS 1 Y S 2 q, we have πpS 3 q ě σpS 1 , S 2 qπpS 1 qπpS 2 q.
Mixing of John's Walk
The key step in proving conductance lower bounds is to show that if two points are close in geometric distance, then they are close in statistical distance. Note that given John's ellipsoid E x " E x u`xˇˇ|u| ď 1 ( , a local norm is induced via }y´x}
We first relate this local norm to the cross-ratio as follows. Proof. Noting that the cross-ratio is invariant to affine transformations, without loss of generality we may assume by a suitable affine transformation that the John's ellipsoid of K s x is the unit ball, and thus }y´x} x " |y´x|. Let p, x, y, q denote successive points on a chord through K Before bounding the statistical distance between P x and P y given a bound on the geometric distance between x and y, we first state some useful lemmas regarding the ellipsoids E x and E y . The next lemma is a generalization of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to semidefinite matrices. Lemma 3.5 (Semidefinite Cauchy-Schwarz). Let α 1 , . . . , α m P R and let A 1 , . . . , A m P R rˆn . Theñ
where A ĺ B signifies that B´A is positive semidefinite.
Proof. The proof is as in lemma 3.11 in [KN12] . For all i and j,
Now we study how the volume and aspect ratio of the John's ellipsoid changes from a move from x to y. If the John's ellipsoid centered at x " 0 is the unit ball, and we make a move to y, the matrix E y which induces E y satisfies the solution of
where m " npn`1q{2 and the u i 's are the contact points of K (i.e, those not induced by the symmetrization). Using the constraint of (3.2), theorem 2.1, and lemma 3.5, we deduce an upper bound on det E y as follows.
Lemma 3.6. Let c ą 0 be some universal constant, let r " cn´5 {2 , and presume y is chosen from a ball of radius r such that }y´x} x " |y´x| ď r. Then det E y ď 1`cn´2.
Proof. By (3.2), E y is the maximum of log det E of under the constraints |Eu i | ď 1´u 
By (2.2), (2.3), and using the linearity and cyclic invariance of the trace, we have
Considering | ř i c i u i | to bound the middle term, we may employ lemma 3.5. Letting α i " ? c i and
oting the right side is equal to nI n , it follows thaťˇˇˇÿ
Therefore, if y is chosen from a ball of radius cn´5 {2 , by Cauchy-Schwarz we conclude that trpE 2 y q ď n`cn´2, where we have absorbed the |y| 2 ď c 2 n´5 term into the constant. Now letting the eigenvalues of E y be denoted d i ą 0, we have by the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality,
Absorbing terms into the constant, the claim holds.
We deduce a lower-bound on det E y by considering a positive definite matrix of the form E " βpI´αyy T q that is feasible for (3.2). Note that such a matrix has eigenvalue βp1´α|y| 2 q of multiplicity 1 corresponding to unit eigenvector y{|y|, and eigenvalues β of multiplicity n´1 corresponding to any unit vector z which is orthogonal to y.
Lemma 3.7. The matrix βpI n´α yy T q is feasible for (3.2) with β "´1´|
Proof. We divide the contact points u i which do not arise from the symmetrization into two sets:
and noting that E ą 0 and 0 ă pI n´α yy T q ă I n for β ą 0 and 0 ă α ă |y| 2 ,
Thus it suffices to choose β " p1´|
where the second inequality follows from I´αyy T ą pI´αyy T q 2 . Thus the choice of α " 2 ? n |y| guarantees E is feasible.
Lemma 3.8. Let c be some universal constant, let r " cn´5 {2 , and presume y is chosen from a ball of radius r such that }y´x} x " |y´x| ď r. Then det E y ě 1´cn´2.
Proof. Considering the matrix
Thus det E y ě p1´cn´2qp1´2cn´2q ě p1´3cn´2q, and the claim follows by absorbing 3 into the constant.
Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8 establish that for some universal constant c ą 0 and |y´x| ď cn´5 {2 , the volume ratio of E y and B x satisfies 1´cn´2 ď λpE y q λpB x q ď 1`cn´2, (3.3)
This does not necessarily indicate that the John's ellipsoid E y does not lie close to some proper subspace of R n , a property we require so rejection does not occur too frequently. The following lemma guarantees that this is indeed not the case. for large enough n.
Proof. Presume the eigenvalues are ordered such that
By the power mean inequality and trpE 2 y q ď n`c{n 2 , it follows that
so trpE y q ď n`cn´2. By the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, we thus have
ďˆn`c n´2´d n n´1˙n´1 "ˆ1`1`c n´2´d n n´1˙n´1 .
Since p1`z{mq m ď exppzq for z ě 0 and integer m ě 1, p1´c{n 2 q ď expp1`cn´2´d n qd n , or equivalently,´r p1´d n q`logp1´p1´d n qqs ď cn´2´logp1´cn´2q.
The claim is true if d n ě 1, so we may assume that d n ă 1. Expanding terms, we havé p1´d n q´logp1`p1´d n"
hus by absorbing terms into the constant, p1´d n q 2 {2 ď cn´2, which implies that d n ě 1´p ? 2cqn´1. Absorbing terms again, the claim holds. Now to derive a lower bound on the conductance for John's walk, we first must bound the statistical distance between two points given a bound on their geometric distance with respect to the local norm. Again without loss of generality in what follows we may assume x " 0 and the John's ellipsoid centered at x is the unit ball B x (otherwise perform an affine transformation such that this is the case). Let x, y P K represent any two points in the body such that }y´x} x " |y´x| ď r, where r P p0, 1q is a constant to be specified in terms of the dimension n. Let P x and P y denote the one-step transition probability measures defined at x and y, respectively. Let the uniform probability measures defined by the rescaled John's ellipsoids E x prq and E y prq be denoted Q x and Q y , respectively. We seek to bound
by choosing r such that the right side of (3.4) is 1´Ωp1q. To bound d T V pQ x , Q y q in (3.4), letting r Q y denote the probability measure corresponding to the uniform distribution on a ball of radius r centered at y, we may alternatively bound
We bound each term in (3.5) separately. To bound d T V pQ x , r Q y q, note that by our assumption that E x " B x (the unit ball at x), the corresponding densities with respect to the dominating Lebesgue measure λ are q x pzq "ˆ1 λpB x prqq˙¨1 tzPBxprqu and r q y pzq "ˆ1 λpB y prqq˙¨1 tzPByprqu .
Thus using (3.1) and noting λpB x prqq " λpB y prqq, we have
The Lebesgue measure of B x X B y is equal to twice the volume of a spherical cap. The following lemma regarding the volume of a hyperspherical cap from [LS93] is useful.
Lemma 3.10. Let B x Ă R n be the Euclidean ball of unit radius centered at x. Let H Ă R n define a halfspace at a distance of at least t from x (so x is not contained in the halfspace). Then for t ď 1 ? n , we have
The following lemma results trivially from lemma 3.10 and (3.6).
Lemma 3.11. Let t ď 1. If }y´x} x " |y´x| ď
To bound d T V p r Q y , Q y q, note that we are bounding the total variation distance between a density supported on a ball and a density supported on an ellipsoid with the same center. The following lemma provides the bound.
Lemma 3.12. If }y´x} x ď r " cn´5 {2 , the total variation distance between r Q y and Q y satisfies
Proof. Note that by (3.1), we have
where B denotes the event in which Z P p1´c n q¨B y prq. By lemma 3.9, it follows that P r Qy pZ P E y prq|Bq " 1 since the smallest eigenvalue of E y is at least 1´cn´1. Additionally by (3.3), min " 1, λpB y q λpE y q  ě 1 1`cn´2 ě expp´cn´2q. Now noting that p1´x 2 q ě e´x for x P r0, 1s, we have P r Qy pZ P Bq "`1´c n˘n ě e´2 c , and
The claim holds choosing c large enough relative to n.
To bound d T V pP x , Q x q, we provide the following lemma.
Lemma 3.13. If }y´x} x ď r " cn´5 {2 , the total variation distance between P x and Q x satisfies
Proof. With some abuse of notation with regards to (2.6), temporarily let the density of Q x with respect to the dominating measure µ as defined by (2.7) be
Then since q x pxq " 0 and p x pyq ď q x pyq for y ‰ x, by (3.1) we have
, where we let A denote the "accept" event in which x P E Y prq. Since E x " B x , as in the proof to lemma 3.12, we have for all
where B is the event in which Y P p1´c n q¨E x prq " rp1´c n q¨B x . Again by lemma 3.9, P Qx pY P A|Y P Bq " 1. The remainder of the proof is as in lemma 3.12.
Note that by a similar argument, d T V pQ y , P y q ď 1{4 for some universal c ą 0 as well. Combining this with lemmas 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13, the following theorem results.
Theorem 3.14. If }y´x} x ď rt ? n " ctn´3 for some universal constant c ą 0 and some t ď 1, the total variation distance between P x and P y satisfies d T V pP x , P y q ď 3{4`t " 1´ǫ.
In particular, we may choose t " 1{8 so ǫ " 1{8.
We finally arrive at a lower bound on the conductance for John's Walk using theorems 3.3, 3.4, and 3.14. The proof of the next result is similar to corollary 10 and theorem 11 in [Lov99] .
Theorem 3.15 (Conductance Lower Bound). Consider the partition K " S 1 Y S 2 where S 1 , S 2 P A, and let π be the uniform measure on K, i.e., πpAq " λpAq λpKq for all A P A.
Then for large enough n and t " 1{8, we have ż S1 P x pS 2 qdπpxq ě´c 512n 7{2¯m inpπpS 1 q, πpS 2 qq,
Proof. Note that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P x with respect to the Lebesgue measure λ is is welldefined for all y P Kz txu, and is given as
Let ρpxq " dπ dλ pxq " 1 λpKq¨1 txPKu be the density for π. Then for any x, y P K such that y ‰ x, we have ρpxq dP x dλ pyq " ρpyq dP y dλ pxq, from which it follows that π is the stationary measure for the chain. Now consider points far inside S 1 that are unlikely to cross over to S 2 . Letting t " 1{8 so ǫ " 1{8 as in theorem 3.14, we define
Similarly, let
Since ρpxqP x pS 2 q ě ǫ{p2λpKqq for x P S 1 zS 1 1 , we have ż S1 P x pS 2 qdπpxq ě By the reversibility of the chain, we have ż S1 P x pS 2 qdπpxq "
so it follows that ż S1 P x pS 2 qdπpxq " 1 2
Now let δ " ctn´3. Assuming that πpS 1 1 q ď p1´δqπpS 1 q, we have πpS 1 zS 1 1 q " πpS 1 q´πpS 1 1 q ě δπpS 1 q, and thus ż S1 P x pS 2 qdπpxq ě ǫδπpS 1 q ě pǫδ{2q minpπpS 1 q, πpS 2"´c 128n 3¯m inpπpS 1 q, πpS 2 qq, which proves the claim. Similarly if πpS 1 2 q ď p1´δqπpS 2 q, the claim is proved again using (3.
By theorem 3.14, it follows that }y´x} x ą δ. Then by theorem 3.4, it follows that
Finally, we deduce that ż S1 P x pS 2 qdπpxq ě pǫδn´1 {2 {4qπpS The claim follows by absorbing terms into the constant for large enough n.
Approximate John's Ellipsoids
We describe a cutting plane algorithm for computing approximate John's ellipsoids for the current symmetrization of a polytope P " z P R nˇA z ď 1 ( , and show the mixing time is preserved for such ellipsoids. While algorithms such as that of Anstreicher in [Ans02] requires r Opm 3.5 q arithmetic operations to find an approximate John's ellipsoid, our algorithm retains linear complexity in m and thus is appropriate for the m " n case. To find an approximate John's ellipsoid while keeping the computational complexity linear in m, we may use the volumetric cutting plane method of Vaidya [Vai96] , and remark that its complexity has recently been improved in the algorithm by [LSW15] . For an efficient implementation of Vaidya's algorithm, we refer the reader to [Ans97] , and make use of a slightly modified version of that algorithm here.
Vaidya's Algorithm
Vaidya's algorithm is a cutting-plane method which seeks a feasible point in an arbitrary convex set X Ă S 0 :" x P R dˇ} x} 8 ď ρ ( (note that [Ans97] assumes ρ " 1). The set X is specified by a separation oracle: given a point y P R d , the oracle either certifies that y P X , or returns a separating hyperplane between y and X (i.e., a vector w such that X Ă xˇˇw¨px´yq ď 0 ( ). The algorithm initializes with an interior point x 0 and the polytope S 0 , and maintains a polytope S t Ą X and an interior point x t of S t at each iteration t, where S t is defined via the separation oracle. At each iteration t, a constraint is either added or deleted, and the polytope S t is specified by no more than 201d constraints throughout the algorithm. After T " OpdpL`log ρqq calls to the separation oracle, we have
where λ d p¨q denotes the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure and L " Ωplog dq is a user-specified constant. Thus, the algorithm certifies that if no feasible point is found within T iterations, the volume of X is less than that of a d-dimensional ball of radius 2´L. We remark that the value of T in our case (where ρ ‰ 1 in general) is easily determined via an argument along the lines of lemma 3.1 in [Ans97] , and is given as
where ǫ " 0.005 and τ " .007 are parameters of the algorithm, and ∆V " 0.00037. The algorithm uses a total of OpdpL`log ρqκ`d ω`1 pL`log ρqq (4.2)
operations, where κ is the cost of evaluating the separation oracle. The feasibility algorithm may be applied to minimize an arbitrary convex function f p¨q as follows. The minimization problem is essentially a feasibility problem in which we seek a pointx in the set X X xˇˇf pxq´f px ‹ q ď γ ( , where γ ą 0 is an error tolerance and x ‹ is any minimizer of f on X . If we find a point y P X , we instead use the oracle specified by any subgradient w P Bf pyq to localize an optimal solution. If 0 P Bf pyq, then y is an optimal point, and we are done. Otherwise, we use the hyperplane xˇˇw¨px´yq ď 0 ( within which the set xˇˇf pxq ď f pyq ( is contained, and proceed as in the feasibility case. If an optimal x ‹ was not found in T iterations, we find an approximate solution as follows. Letting T Ă t1, 2, . . . , T u denote the steps for which an x t P X was found, after T iterations we return
Note that f px ‹ q is not known, so we cannot directly evaluate whether any estimatex T P X satisfies the error tolerance. However, given information on the geometry of X and on the objective function, we may choose T to guarantee that this is the case. Fix x ‹ to be any optimal solution, and define X ǫ px ‹ q :" x ‹`ǫ pX´x ‹ q which contains the points in X in a small neighborhood around x ‹ . Now let x ‹ ǫ denote the worst possible x P X ǫ px ‹ q in terms of having the largest value of f over all possible optimal solutions x ‹ .
[Nem95] defines an ǫ-solution to be any x P X such that f pxq ď f px ‹ ǫ q, and provides the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that after T steps the method has not terminated with an optimal solution. Then given that T ‰ H, any solutionx T of equation (4.3) is an ǫ-solution for any ǫ such that
If the function f is convex and continuous on K, then any ǫ-solution x satisfies
An Algorithm for Approximate John's Ellipsoids
It remains to apply Vaidya's algorithm for minimization to finding a suitable approximate John's ellipsoid. Given that the current location of the random walk is some x in the interior of P, the current symmetrization of the polytope is P
For any x in the interior of P, we have 0 ă 1´Ax. With b " 1´Ax and denoting the rows of A as a
This defines a matrixÃ P R 2mˆn which may be computed in Opmnq arithmetic operations. We thus seek the maximum volume ellipsoid centered at the origin contained iñ
To keep ρ and L suitably small, it will be useful to make a further linear transformation toP before using Vaidya's algorithm. We review some properties of Dikin ellipsoids which will enable us to do so. For any z in the interior ofP, the Dikin ellipsoid centered at z of radius r is defined by
where Hpzq is the Hessian of the log-barrier at z, i.e.,
where s i pzq " 1´ã T i z and S z " diagps i pzqq. Additionally we let D z denote the Dikin ellipsoid of radius 1 centered at z. For any z in the interior ofP, we have the following nesting [NN94, KN12] :
Dikin ellipsoids are affine invariants in that if D z prq is the Dikin ellipsoid for the polytopeP centered at some z in the interior ofP and T p¨q is an affine transformation, the Dikin ellipsoid of radius r centered at the point T pzq for the polytope T pPq is T pD z prqq. Now consider z " 0 and r " 1. D 0 " yˇˇy T Hy ď 1 ( where H " Hp0q "Ã TÃ . Letting T pyq " H 1{2 y, we thus have T pD 0 q " B n . The resultant polytope is
The complexity of the transformation T is as follows. ComputingÃS´1 0 requires Opmnq arithmetic operations. By paddingÃS´1 0 with zeros as necessary and then partitioning the resultant matrix into less than p2m`nq{n submatrices of dimension nˆn, we may compute H " pÃS´1 0 q T pÃS´1 0 q in Opmn ω´1 q arithmetic operations. ComputingÃH´1 {2 given H´1 {2 similarly requires Opmn ω´1 q arithmetic operations, and computing H´1 {2 costs Opn ω q arithmetic operations [DDH07] . Thus the linear transformation T costs Opmn ω´1 q arithmetic operations since m ą n. With some abuse of notation, now let P " yˇˇAy ď 1 ( where A P R 2mˆn denote the centrally symmetric polytope for which D 0 " B n , noting we can again rescale the rows of A in Opmnq arithmetic operations to ensure b " 1. To find the maximum volume inscribed ellipsoid centered at y " 0, we may find the solution of the following optimization problem:
(4.4)
Here xA, By " trpA T Bq is the inner product which induces the Frobenius norm, and the maximum volume ellipsoid in this parameterization is given by E 0 " yˇˇy T E´1y ď 1 ( if E ą 0 is optimal. Since we are optimizing over symmetric matrices, the cutting plane method to solve (4.4) has dimension d " pn`1qn{2. The constraint X ľ I n {n arises from the nesting
Finally, note that we may initialize the cutting-plane algorithm using I n as a feasible point. To specify the separation oracles, we let X denote the feasible region of (4.4). The objective function is f 0 pXq "´log det X, which has gradient ∇f 0 pXq "´X´1. The region X is defined by the intersection of the sublevel sets of convex functions f i pXq " @ X, a i a T i D´1 and the positive definite cone X ľ I n {n. which have gradients ∇f i pXq " a i a T i . To specify a separating hyperplane for the constraints X ľ I n {n, by the eigenvalue decomposition we have X " U DU T where 
De i " d i ă 1{n. and for any matrix Z ľ I n {n, we have
Thus with C "´v i v T i and b " 1{n, we have xC, Xy ą b and
for all i, note that again we may compute diagpAXA T q´1 in Opmn ω´1 q arithmetic operations, and check the 2m constraints. Evaluating f 0 pXq "´log det X, ∇f 0 pXq "´X´1, and computing the eigenvalue decomposition each require Opn ω q arithmetic operations [DDH07] . Thus the net cost of evaluating the separation oracle is κ " Opmn ω´1 q since m ą n. It remains to set the parameters ρ and L, which determine the requisite number of iterations T in equation (4.1) such that we still have mixing with the approximate ellipsoids defined by an ǫ-solution of (4.4). Considering ρ, since P Ă ? 2mD 0 , it follows that any feasible X satisfies }X} 2 ď 2m. Letting
one may easily verify [GVL12] that }X} max ď }X} 2 . Thus we may take ρ " 2m.
To determine L, note that in section 4.3 we assume that solving (4.4) yields a positive definite matrixÊ such that´log detÊ`log det E ď ǫ " 2n´1 0 , where E is the optimal solution. By theorem 4.1, we must guarantee that
We may do so by upper-bounding λ d pS T q and lower-bounding λ d pX q. The algorithm guarantees that
where the latter inequality follows by Stirling's approximation. To provide a lower bound for λ d pX q, note that since I n is feasible, we must have |a i | ď 1. Additionally the point p1{2qI n is feasible for n ě 2. Now consider any positive semidefinite X such that
where }¨} F denotes the Frobenius norm in R nˆn . Since }X} F ď }X} 2 , it follows that }X´p1{2qI n } 2 ď 1{4. By the triangle inequality, }X} 2 ď }X´p1{2qI n } 2`} p1{2qI n } 2 ď 3{4.
Since |a i | ď 1, we have @ X, a i a
Xa i ď }X} 2 ď 3{4, so X is feasible. Thus X contains a Frobenius norm ball of radius r " 1{4, and we deduce that
(4.6) Thus by equations (4.5) and (4.6), it suffices to choose L such that
or equivalently, L ą log 2ˆ4 ǫ" log 2`2 n 10"
1`10 log 2 pnq.
Noting equations (4.1) and (4.2), we thus find a suitably approximate John's ellipsoid in r Opmn ω`1`n2ω`2 q operations, where we have dropped any polylog factors in m and n.
Mixing with Approximate Ellipsoids
It remains to show that sampling from the approximate ellipsoids is sufficient to retain the mixing time derived in section 3. We may again assume without loss of generality that the John's ellipsoid E x of the current symmetrization K s x is the unit ball B x centered at x " 0, and we sample uniformly at random from B x prq where r " cn´5 {2 . LetÊ y denote the square root of the matrix generated by (4.4), and E y denote the square root of the optimal matrix. Thus necessarily we have detÊ y ď det E y . Using Vaidya's algorithm, we may findÊ y such that´log detÊ y`l og det E y ď n´1 0 . Equivalently, we have detÊ y det E y ě e´n´1 0 ě 1´n´1 0 .
Thus by lemmas 3.6 and 3.8, it follows that for some universal constant c ą 0, we have 1´cn´2 ď λpÊ y q λpB x q ď 1`cn´2, whereÊ y is the ellipsoid induced byÊ y . To show that the aspect ratio ofÊ y is well-behaved, note that logpdet E y { detÊ y q is invariant to an affine transformation applied to both E y andÊ y . We thus may presume that E y " B. Since E y " I n is the solution to (2.5) with center x c " 0 andÊ y is feasible, it follows from the constraints that Lemma 3.9 then follows forÊ y . The remaining steps in proving a lower bound on the conductance of the chain using the approximate ellipsoids are precisely as before.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown that John's Walk mixes in r Opn 7 q steps from a warm start. We again remark that our mixing analysis did not presume any structure on K beyond being a convex body, and as such there is likely considerable room for improvement by assuming more structure on K. There is also a bottleneck in our analysis stemming from the rejection step, since we are forced to control the aspect ratio of the ellipsoid after a move such that rejection does not occur too frequently. Additionally, isoperimetric inequalities which depend a notion of average (rather than minimum) distance between sets such as that of [LV06] may be of use in reducing the mixing time.
We also have described an r Opmn ω`1`n2ω`2 q algorithm for generating approximate John's ellipsoids for the special case of a polytope such that this mixing time is preserved. For the case m " n in which n is large, the dependence on n 2ω`2 may be prohibitive. In the preparation of this manuscript, we had pondered the question of whether the recent approximate John's ellipsoids of [Lee16] may be employed for the special case of a polytope, which may be formed in r Opmn ω´1 q arithmetic operations. We learned this question has recently been answered in the affirmative in [CDWY17] , and their algorithm reaches a total variation distance of ǫ from the uniform measure in O`n 2.5 log 4`2m n˘l og`M ǫ˘˘s teps from an M -warm start. We note that while our mixing time is substantially worse in terms of the polynomial order in n, our mixing time did not depend on m. Additionally, their algorithm had a cost of Opmn 2 logpmqq for each step. Our algorithm required worse per step complexity in n to form the approximate ellipsoids while we retaining the m log m dependence.
